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Many of North Americaâ€™s most beloved regions are artfully celebrated in these boardbooks

designed to soothe children before bedtime while instilling an early appreciation for the

continentâ€™s natural and cultural wonders. Each book stars a multicultural group of people visiting

the featured areaâ€™s attractions&#151;such as the Rocky Mountains in Denver, the Georgia

Aquarium in Atlanta, Lake Ontario in Toronto, and volcanoes in Hawaii. Rhythmic language guides

children through the passage of both a single day and the four seasons while saluting the iconic

aspects of each place.
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My son received this as a gift after his first birthday. He is now nearly two, and sits and studies the

pictures, and turns the pages on his own, daily. He also selects it when we read to him. We edit in

some specifics, for example adding the words John G. Shedd to the aquarium page, and we are

amused by "It's nice to see you, art", but our son loves it, and it's a good introduction to Chicago,

where his cousins live. It's a city he will have a chance to explore as he grows older, and we will use

the book to discuss our trips there.



Love these books to remind our kids of our trips to where mom and dad are originally from. Fun way

to familiarize them with our roots and helps them to recognize things when we travel again to these

locations.

My 21 month olds enjoy pointing at the various animals and objects on each page. Later on, I'm

quite sure they will be more interested in the names of the different places in Chicago. Good book to

add to your collection.

I bought this book as a gift for my brother and sister-in-law's shower. They both loved it, my

sister-in-law especially, who has only been to Chicago as a visitor. Personally as a native of the

area, when I read through it, I thought it was cute, but I had wanted to like it more. It is great book

for the little ones though.

The reason I purchased this gift was for a baby shower. Before I gave the gift, I reviewed the book

and read it.I know there are many variations of this book and it is consistent. The sentences are

short but easy to understand. My friend that requested this gift is a long time Chicago native and

had to move. I think this book would be a great introduction for their kid who will learned to

understand and can share special places that her parents went to.The book itself is a good size. It is

hardcover/boardbook which help it last since toddlers can be rough. It was still really easy to flip the

page. In fact when we I was at the baby shower. A little girl was there and was given permission to

"explore" some of the books since she was a little reader. She grabbed this book and sat down. As

she was reading, I noticed that she was able to flip it easily and she would point out things like oh

that is a " blank".Representation of Chicago - So I went to Chicago a little less than a month ago

doing local and tourist things. It has pictures of the "360 observation deck" and Willis or Sears

Tower. So the skyline representation was decently correct. The navy pier does have a ferris wheel

so again accurate representation.I think this book would be better if it talked about the cute

neighborhoods of Chicago. There is a nicer area called Lakewood/Belmont/Diversey and there is

many interesting shops and history in that area. It would be a nice touch if the book incorporated

those facts. Chicago sure have a lot of things going on, so it would be nice if it talked about like

burger festival/ art festival and even on things like the rail lines. Like the pink line is super new.

Chicago is very diverse so it would be great if it could talk about places like Chinatown and Little

Italy.



My kids love these books. We have Maine, Colorado, Michigan and Chicago. I don't like the books. I

find them poorly written and there is a clear formula they use every time. But at the end of the day

my kids love them.

Seems like a great book to introduce your child--or your nephew's child--to many of Chicago's

landmarks. By the time he or she is ready for a trip to the City, he or she will recognize many of

Chicago's landmarks.

A sweet and simple way to introduce your child to Chicago. Each page has you saying goodnight to

a different place or sports team from Chicago. Places such as the Ferris wheel at Navy Pier,

Millennium Park, White Sox,and Bulls.
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